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ZOOM iPhone Holder510　Air conditioner louver fit installation manual 
  ZoomEngineering
  https://zoom-eng.com/

Attention ! This product uses metal because it emphasizes strength
and functionality.There are sharp edges. Use a cover etc. on the 
mobile phone to prevent scratches Or, attach a protective tape, 
etc. to an acute-angled part. Also Be careful not to let children
touch it. Do not wear a mobile phone weighing more than 300g. 
If there is an abnormal noise, loosen each screw If there is 
problem, stop using it.Do not operate or attach / detach the 
mobile phone while driving as it is dangerous.

2、Installation on air conditioner louver 
① Standard hook for louver fin depth (5 to 24 mm)(24 to 38 mm) uses a long hook.
    caution  !
(2) The fin width can be used within 3 mm for standard hooks  and within 6 mm for long hooks.
(3) The fin spacing must be 5 mm or more for standard hooks
      and 10 mm or more for long hooks.

1、Change the direction of the hook according to the louver 3、Adjust fin spacing

　　　Turn the adjuster Adjust
           the angle of the main body

If further angle adjustment is 
required Adjust with a ball joint.
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Attach by pushing down the spring side fin
 with a mobile phone
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Ball joint 
Can swing up to 30 degrees

Adjuster

Ball joint

Phillips screw

Ball joint Rotates and in 
all directions It can swing
 30 degrees! 
Moderation can be 
adjusted by turning the 
Phillips screw, but the ball
Because the receiver will
be damaged Be careful 
not to overtighten    !
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4、How to install mobile phone

Spring side of the attached
 hex wrench Insert through 2
 holes in the fin Tighten the
 screw to adjust side Fix fins
(When the wrench started to 
harden About half a turn from
 the roller is a guide)(Tighten
 because the collar will be dam
 aged Be careful too much   !   )
Tighten

Loosen

Compatible model width

 (55 ~ 100mm)

Accessories: Hex wrench (2 mm), double-sided tape

When installed, 
spring side
Pull the fins
Insert
a mobile phone

Vertical louver

Shrink the hook spring
For air conditioner louver fins
Hook.

Using a hex wrench
Adjust side fin10 -20mm 
from mobile phone
Narrow set

Tighten this screw


